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The problems considered here deal with the distribution of the lengths of the longest 
monotonic subsequences in a sequence X,, X,, . ..* Xn of independent random nriables 
with a common continuous distribution. Pt has been conjectured that with proksbility 1 
the len 
to A?? s 
ths 01 the longest ascending and longest descending subsequences are az:vnptotic 
as n --, - (for some constant X). It is proved here that the probability t?at thes(,i: 
lengths he in f&e range (ed n Ifi, w In ) tends to 1 as n + 00. Furthermore considsring the 
runs in XI, X2, ..,, Xn (the monotonic subsequences of consecutive terms) it is Fiown 
that with pro%bility k the longest run up and longest run dawn will have tengvs asymp 
tntic to log njlog log n as n -, ~0. 
Consider a fini; e sequence X,, X2, ,.. , Xn of independent identWly 
distributed random variables with real values. The questions that per are 
interested in here are, firstly, the distribution of the lengths of th%: , (angest 
increasing subsequence and the longest decreasing subsequence 01 
x,, X,, a*-. &; and secondly, the distribution of the lengths af th? longest 
run up and longest run down. In this context a run up of len@h I k an as- 
cending subsequence Xi, Jf i 41, . . . , Xi+i_ 1 of consecutive terms, and 21. run 
down a descending subsequence of this type. ‘The distril ution of tm 
lengths of runs is of interest in various statistical proble.,ns (see. for ex- 
ample, [ 21 and [ 3, Chapters 10 and 13]), whiile both rauestions arfaet in 
the study of the relative efficiency of sorting algoritTrnls (see i P ] axi [ 5, 
Chapter 51). e theorems of this paper deal with the asympzotic :<itua- 
tion as n + 06. 
An early theorem the lengths of monotonic subs ences is tiuz tG 
r&k and Szekcres [ that every seqp 
lbess always has 3ither an ascending subse 
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uenw of length P FZ/l. eidenberg ave a short, elegant 
j,, fn 1968, l!Saer and Brock [ 1 J published e:ttensive computer 
ations whtch indircaued that the average length of the ilongest as- 
bsequ,ence ijt a tandem sequence X,, X2, . . I Xn is approxirna- 
for large n, but no p;-oof of such an asymptotic value seems to 
y 
more extensive (see the literature cited in [ 2 ] ). 
ries for the exact probabiilit!r that the longest run up in 
Xn has length k is g:iven in [ 3, p. IV), but this 
lAysing th2 situati~rsr-u for large values of n. 
,owing theorems we restrict ourselves to the case where the 
&om variables X,, X2, ...I Xn is such that the prob- 
Per i :f j is 0. In this case it is well known and easy to 
questions in which we are interested it is equiv;dlent 
1st ile space of all n! rearrangements.+ x2, . . . . x, of 
uniform distribution. In ol:fler word:{ we are asking for 
! rearrangements for which trL,e sequences 
.v, ?:ave the required properties on their monotonic subse- 
s to the situation1 studied by Baer and Brock. 
. The ,pmbabilitr* that ipt the sequence XI, ,x2, . . . , Xn the lengths of s 
ess ascwding subsquence and dh* longest descending subsequence 
the rage (e-1 n1/2, e&/2) eq8ds 1 - 0frr1~2) as n + m. 
rr the sequence XI, &, . . . . Xn of 
ellt random variables with a common ccrnti.nusus distribution 
engzh 2 en~~2. Let p be the smallest 
are given integers % G k, < k2 -.. < kp *G fl, 
&+,, is monotonic hmeasing is 1 /p! 
dependent random variables have 
ays to choose a su!zsl:quence of 
we ~onctudle that pn G $)/i~!. Because 
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descending) subsequence of length;? I>& e- 1 dlz implies the event; of a de- 
sanding (respectively, ascr:nding) subsequence of length 2 en 112. Hence 
the probability that the longest as’cending and descending subsequences 
of X,, X2, . ..* X, heave l ngths in the range (e-1 &‘2, e&2) is at Ileast 
1 - 4P, = I - O(r112) as asserted. This proves Theorem 1. 
Secondly, turning to the question, of runs we have the following rest&. 
Theorem 2. Fbr euch integer n >~t 1 ~~e~Gne the integer I, by I,! G n < (‘I, + 1 !I!. 
T&n for each integer t 2 11 the probability tnRzat in X, , X2, . . . , Xn the 
lengths of the longest ttm tq~ and kmge;st run down lie in the range 
ir 0 - 2, I, + r] (end points ~includ~~d) is givea by 1 -- O(log log n/log n’)’ 
as n -+ ~0. In p;irticular, the probabildty that the lengths lie in the range 
[lo -- 2, I, + 11 tends to 1 la~r n + =I. 
Remark. The implied constant in the O-estimate dlepends on r. From the 
def’inition of !c, Stirling’s formula shows that I,, log I, += O(I,) =:: log rr, and 
taking logarithms gives log I, + O(log log I,) = log log n. Thus I, * 
log n/log log n as n --* QQ, 
Proof. The firsIt k:art of this proof is similar to the proof of Thtlorem 1. 
Put p = Ir, +r + 1 and let s/ra be the proihability that in the t;equ:nce 
’ x,, x*, . .. . X, there is a ruri up of length 2 p. As we saw befo*le the prlob- 
abibty that for given i the :;:ubsequemce Xi, .Xi+t.I  .. . Xi+p_l of length p 
is increasing is 1 /p!. Since ;t run up of length I) in the sequence XI, X2, . . . . xfi 
may start at any of the indices i = 1, 2, . . . . n -p + 1, we conchtde that 
vn G It/p! < (10 i- 1 )! /(& + r l t- 1 )! < 20’ ; 
therefore wR = O(log log n/jog n‘)’ by the remlark above. 
Now consider the probabilitgr 7p, that all runs up in X,, X2, . . . p 
have lengths c I, - 2. lay suppose that 4 ~9 0 and 
define the integer m := Een the probability E, is cer- 
tainly no greater than the robabihty that none of the subsequences 
is monotonically increasing. lrpothesis on e 
- 
s hiwe been si 
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